SOUTH DAKOTA colleges and universities receive $1.8 million in annual federal investment in Social & Behavioral Science Research

Federal agencies supporting social & behavioral science research in South Dakota include:

- Dept. of Health and Human Services (incl. NIH): $889,000
- Dept. of Agriculture: $472,000
- National Science Foundation: $359,000
- Other Federal Departments and Agencies: $40,000

South Dakota institutions supported by federal social & behavioral science investment include:

- South Dakota State University: $1.2M
- University of South Dakota: $562,000
- Augustana University: $10,000

Federal investments in social and behavioral science research contribute to South Dakota’s economy and generate knowledge that helps us make America healthier, safer, and more prosperous.

For more information, visit www.cossa.org/social-science/federal-sbs-funding